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Over the past several years, First Nations rights holders have been clear on their interests in 
clean energy development and policy issues related to climate change.  Feedback gathered 
through various engagement processes, and from direct communications with First Nations and 
organizations is that these interests include, but are not limited to: 

• clean energy economic development opportunities, including in generation of clean 
electricity and creation of First Nations public utilities,  

• an enhanced and modernized relationship with BC Hydro, including on resolution of 
historic compensation and revenue sharing,  

• addressing energy-related issues facing communities, including reliability of electricity 
services, transitioning rural and remote communities away from diesel generation, 
energy self sufficiency, and affordability of BC Hydro bills, and 

• energy policy issues, (such as removal of the self-sufficiency requirement for BC Hydro’s 
long-term resource planning and implementation of a 100% clean standard for 
electricity) and the Crown’s approach in engaging with First Nations on them. 

The Province is committed to a refreshed and meaningful dialogue with First Nations on these 
matters, aligned with the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  In June 2021, 
under 4.34 of its  Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People Act (DRIPA) Draft Action Plan 
the Province has promised to “Engage First Nations to identify and support clean energy 
opportunities related to CleanBC, the Comprehensive Review of BC Hydro, and the B.C. Utilities 
Commission Inquiry on the Regulation of Indigenous Utilities.”  

The First Nations Energy and Mining Council (FNEMC) and the Ministry of Energy, Mines and 
Low Carbon Innovation (EMLI) are pleased to report that a lot of progress has been made on 
this commitment: 
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• In July 2021, the First Nations Leadership Council (FNLC) and the Minister of EMLI 
agreed to co-design and co-led an Indigenous Clean Energy Opportunities (ICEO) 
engagement. 

• By the end of August 2021, the FNEMC (as FNLC’s designate) and EMLI co-authored a 
draft Terms of Reference for the ICEO, which is currently being presented to the FNLC 
and the Minister of EMLI for approval.   

• Once approved, the ICEO Terms of Reference will be made public and distributed to all 
First Nations governments for information.  We anticipate this will occur by 
September 30, 2021. 

Your input is critical to our next steps following the release of the ICEO Terms of Reference.   
FNEMC and EMLI will jointly seek feedback from First Nations rights holders and 
organizations on topics they would like to discuss under the ICEO.  We will also be asking 
rights holders and organizations to share their priorities around clean energy to inform our 
joint planning for the next steps in the process. 

To gather this feedback, and share more information about the ICEO with any First Nation 
or organization that is considering participating, FNEMC and EMLI will be co-hosting: 

• A half-day province-wide Zoom workshop in mid-November 2021, to launch the 
ICEO, and  

• 2-3 regional Zoom workshops between December 2021 and February 2022, for a 
more-in depth discussion on potential ICEO discussion topics and community 
priorities.   

Capacity funding can be made available to support participation in these workshops. 

We encourage you and your communities to get involved!  To receive regular updates 
about the province-wide and regional workshops, or any other aspect of the ICEO, please 
contact Lindsay Wood, Sr. Indigenous Lead, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Low Carbon 
Innovation at Lindsay.Wood@gov.bc.ca or (778) 974-2104. 

 

We look forward to collaborating with you! 

 


